[Feasibility analysis of predicting expression of estrogen receptor in breast cancer based on radiomics].
This study aims to predict expression of estrogen receptor (ER) in breast cancer by radiomics. Firstly, breast cancer images are segmented automatically by phase-based active contour (PBAC) method. Secondly, high-throughput features of ultrasound images are extracted and quantized. A total of 404 high-throughput features are divided into three categories, such as morphology, texture and wavelet. Then, the features are selected by R language and genetic algorithm combining minimum-redundancy-maximum-relevance (mRMR) criterion. Finally, support vector machine (SVM) and AdaBoost are used as classifiers, achieving the goal of predicting ER by breast ultrasound image. One hundred and four cases of breast cancer patients were conducted in the experiment and optimal indicator was obtained using AdaBoost. The prediction accuracy of molecular marker ER could achieve 75.96% and the highest area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) was 79.39%. According to the results of experiment, the feasibility of predicting expression of ER in breast cancer using radiomics was verified.